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Message from the editor 
 
Dear members, 
 

This is the 47th issue of the branch newsletter. 
We are still in the unfortunate situation which 
is now even worst that the period covered by 
the previous issue of the newsletter. Besides 
the Covid-19 pandemic which added the new 
more infectious Omicron variant, we also have 
bad flooding currently experienced in several 
states. These further curtailed branch activities 
and hence we do not have many branch trips 
or activities to report on. 
In TOP Issue 45 (Aug 2021) I included an 
article “Pandemic is serious but a bigger threat 
is looming” which emphasise the importance 
of climate change and seemed too much of a 
naysayer attitude then. In retrospect with the 
current landslides and flooding triggered by 
heavy rains which is attributable to climate 
change, the article now seems like a justifiable 
caution. With the Covid-19 and climate change 
hitting us at the same time, I hope we will 
wake up to the fact that more needs to be 
done regarding climate change. Do not forget 
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about the bad effect of logging on the climate 
change, and resulting in timber logs being 
washed into and on top of houses recently in 
Bentong. Please see TOP Issue 45 for further 
details. 
 
For those who are celebrating, may I take this 
opportunity to wish you a Happy and 
Prosperous Chinese New Year of the Tiger. 
#Staysafe #ClimateChange  
 
 

Love Life, Love Nature 
Chan Kai Soon 
TOP editor / Bird Group Coordinator. 
 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS / NEWS / UPDATES 

A Rare Orchid Species Found in Royal Perak Golf Club 

A rare orchid species found in Royal Perak Golf Club (RPGC) known as Early 

Blooming Renanthera (Renanthera matutina [formerly R. angustifolia]). This native 

species occurs naturally in the forest but very rare. Hence, its presence in RPGC 

and somewhere in the middle of Ipoh city, is something remarkable. The epiphytic 

(growing on tree without causing harm to the host) orchid was noted to be growing 

only on one tree, a non-native Pink Trumpet Tree (Tabebuia rosea). The flowers 

are quite small at only about five centimetres across but interestingly, the centre 

appears like an alien face as shown in the photo below. Transplanting was done by 

taking one of four blooming plants at RPGC’s lobby on a native tree in Malay 

known as Tulang Daing (Callerya atropurpurea). After some time, if the 

transplanted one survives and establishes, one more plant from the original Pink 

Trumpet Tree will be transplanted to another suitable tree. If successful, the orchid 

would be living on three different host trees, ensuring that it would survive for 

longest time possible in RPGC and Ipoh. If it grows only on the original single tree, 

in case the tree snapped or fell, the orchid also likely would be damaged or killed. 



   
Left: The orchid, middle: close-up of the orchid showing face-like in the centre, right: one of the orchid 

plants being transplanted at RPGC’s lobby.  

 

Establishing a Corridor for Birds between RPGC and Gunung 

Panjang via Sungai Pinji 

There is a proposal to connect RPGC and the green areas of Gunung Panjang 

limestone hill for birds through Sungai Pinji river. RPGC is relatively rich with birds, 

although mostly are city birds. The connectivity between the two sites should be 

beneficial to birdlife such as a larger habitat and more food source, exchange of 

genes, and a refuge in case one of the sites or the population in one of them 

experiences problem such as fire, disease and drought. If measured straight the 

border between the two sites, the length is about 1.5 km. However, with the gap 

being full of settlements, roads and other built-up areas such as Politeknik Ungku 

Omar, it would be a hindrance for most small and medium sized birds. Through 

Sungai Pinji, the length is a little over 2.5 km. Taiko Plantations Sdn. Bhd. (a 

subsidiary of Kuala Lumpur Kepong Berhad) is sponsoring for enrichment tree 

planting along Sungai Pinji riparian reserve. Along the riparian reserve, it was 

noted that at some stretches, there are already trees and vegetation that act as 

corridor whereas at some stretches, planting is needed. About 100 trees beneficial 

for birds but also suitable to grow along the river without requiring maintenance are 

proposed to be planted. The planting is also in line with the newly drafted Ipoh 

Local Plan 2035 (Replacement), where planting and landscaping are proposed 

along a 20-metre wide riparian reserve (along each river bank) of Sungai Pinji. The 

planting under Taiko Plantations sponsorship involves several stakeholders such 



as Ipoh City Council, Department of Irrigation and Drainage and RPGC. There are 

challenges that would need to be addressed together with the stakeholders, 

especially some stretches of the riparian reserve had been planted illegally with 

crops such as sugarcane as well as structures and locked gates. 

 
 

Publicity and Public Participation for Draft Ipoh Local Plan 2035 

(Replacement) 

Publicity and Public Participation for draft Ipoh Local Plan 2035 (Replacement) was 

conducted from 15th November to 13th December 2021. The draft plan was 

produced in three volumes with more than 1500 pages in total and downloadable 

for free. Among the matter mentioned in the draft was building of light rapid transit 

(LRT) for the first time in the city. Other matters include greening and landscaping 

riparian reserves of Sungai Kinta (40 metres), Sungai Pinji and Sungai Pari (20 

metres) (the width are along each river banks). Due to time constraint and the 



thickness of the plan, only a few feedbacks were able to be made, with selected 

ones as listed below: 

 

Mention in the Draft Local Plan Suggestion Made 

Proposed new road connecting Ipoh and Manong, which will 
cut through Kledang Saiong Forest Reserve (FR). Map 
extracted from the plan is shown below. 

 

Objected the proposed road as Kledang 
Saiong FR is already cut into two by North-
South Expressway (NSE), while the road 
will cut it into four. The FR has totally 
protected and endangered arboreal (tree 
dwelling) species such as Siamang and 
Spectacled Leaf Monkey, requiring 
contigous forest canopy. No objection if the 
road is built fully as a tunnel without 
disturbing at all the forest ecosystem above. 

Conducting scientific researches at limestone hills prior to 
quarrying. 
 
 

From the research, if endemic, new and/ or 
endandered species are found, no activities 
are to proceed and the site is preserved. 
Examples include Gunung Kanthan where 
new, endemic and endangered species had 
been discovered, hence no further 
quarrying should proceed. Suggested to 
consider sub-surface limestone quarrying 
with resources available in Kinta Valley and 
has lower impact to bio-diversity. 

Identifying ex-mining pools suitable for development. Shouldn’t be just for development as some 
pools and surrounding areas could be 
habitat/ stopping points/ breeding ground, 
especially for birds, including migratory 



ones. These pools must be preserved in 
natural conditions. There is no known pool 
in the Ipoh Local Plan area made gazette 
as protected area. Only necessary 
stuctures should be bulit such as look-out-
tower and boardwalk. Suggested that the 
authorities should engage enviromental 
NGOs such as MNS to work together on the 
matter. 

An area west of Jelapang towship is proposed for 
commercial development. Map extracted from the plan is 
shown below. 

 

The area involves a steep forested area just 
next and above Ipoh-Lumut Highway and 
Jelapang township. It borders with Kledang 
Saiong FR to the west. To its northwest, 
previously the area was revoked from 
Kledang Saiong FR for a commercial 
development. However, due to a strong 
objection under the previous local plan, the 
proposal was cancelled. The current 
proposed site, although not revoked from 
Kledang Saiong FR, poses threat in the 
form of landslide. Developments on steep 
areas had been strongly objected of late in 
the media. There was landslide recently 
along Simpang Pulai-Cameron Highlands 
road with casualties. Objected the proposal 
and asked the area to be retained in its 
forested condition. Also asked, if possible, 
the area is also made as part of Kledang 
Saiong FR, joining the rest of the FR to the 
west. 

 
 

The IUCN Red List: identifying the birds that most need our help 

 



The 2021 Red List of species had been released and the BirdLife team 
coordinating evaluation for bird species had published the Red List of birds at the 
BirdLife Data Zone (http://www.birdlife.org/datazone/species/). Factsheets on the 
bird species are available and interested birders can visit the data zone to learn 
more about these species and other non-threatened species as well. As a result of 
the update, 40 species of birds had been ‘uplisted’ i.e. moved to a higher risk 
category towards extinction. Also the latest taxonomic checklist had been 
published and is available for download too. 
   

Peninsular Malaysia Floods Dec 2021 

In the latter half of Dec 2021, incessant heavy rain hit Peninsular Malaysia and 
resulted in serious floods in eight states. Multiple landslides were also reported 
from the highland resorts. The cause was believed to be due to the after effects 
from the landfall of Tropical Depression 29W. The damage was so well known that 
a dedicated article had appeared on Wikipedia name “2021-2022 Malaysian 
Floods”. Lives were lost and of course property damage was catastrophic and 
immeasurable. Unusually in Bentong district, timber logs clogged the Sungei 
Temelong and landed in front of houses. There is general consensus among 
scientist and environmentalist that this disaster happened as a result of climactic 
change. Hence, this still ongoing disaster is a stark reminder to the government to 
bear in mind that it has to take a much more serious look at environmental issues 
from now on. 
For those who are interested in a more detailed accounts of the flooding, please 
visit the Wikipedia article :      
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021%E2%80%932022_Malaysian_floods 

 

EVENTS REPORT 

There was no official organized branch overnight trip in the last two months but 
most bird group members had been doing ad hoc birding on their own. Two of the 
overnight trips to the highlands are reported below. 
 

Overnight Birding Fraser’s Hill 9-13th Dec 2021 

The weather was bad and there was recent landslides along the highland road to 
Cameron Highlands. However, a Rusty-naped Pitta had been showing well at 
Fraser’s Hill and so it was a temptation which was hard to resist. Added to this 
were good showing of Collared Owlet, Dark Hawk-cuckoo, Red-headed Trogon 
and some other signature highland birds. Eventually I made a last minute decision 
to go there despite some difficulty in getting accommodation. 
The pitta was know to show up regularly but usually early in the morning making 
photography very difficult. Although the species is known to be very shy and 
secretive, it was not too difficult to see and photograph it since it had been used to 
birders’ presence for over two months. I was fortunate it also showed up twice in 
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the latter part of the mornings around 11.30am making good views and 
photography possible. The weather was not very good with light rains in the 
afternoon and so actual birding hours were halved compared to good weather 
days. Nonetheless, we were able to see most of the signature birds except for the 
owlet and the hawk-cuckoo, mainly due to sheer lack of time or opportunity. I also 
failed to photograph the Malayan Hill Partridge using my DIY camera trap system 
because these birds do not show up regularly at the feeder after the MCO. A 
bonus was however finding the nest building by a pair of Long-tailed Broadbill fairly 
close to the road. It was discovered mainly because my wife was trying to show 
other birders a tree where Fire-tufted Barbets were feeding. This goes to show that 
sharing bird information could be beneficial simply because more eyes looking will 
be able to discover more birds. This is an experience I noticed many times in the 
past. 
However, subsequent visits by other birders indicated that the broadbills did not 
continue nest building, which was not an uncommon finding afterall. After I left the 
hills, heavy rain falls had also caused multiple landslides in various parts of 
Fraser’s Hill. Some birders were forced to extend their stay there because the new 
road (used for downhill journey) was closed due to landslide. Traffic up and down 
the hill had to revert to the old inconvenient system of using the old road for both 
uphill and downhill journeys till further notice. 
(Report by Chan Kai Soon, photos by Chan Kai Soon & Susan Cheong) 
  

 
(Left to right : Rusty-naped Pitta, Long-tailed Broadbill, Grey-chinned Minivert female & male) 



  
(Left to right : Buff-breasted Babbler, Greater Yellownape, Red-headed Trogon & Grey Nightjar) 
 

 
(Left to right : Mountain Fulvetta, Black-browed Barbet, Streaked Wren-babbler, White-tailed Robin) 
 

Overnight Birding Berjaya Hills 16-20th Dec 2021   

After the Fraser’s Hill trip I still had annual leaves to clear but limited choices for 
birding destination because many places such as Cameron Highlands, Merapoh, 
Genting and Bukit Wang were closed or inaccessible. Hence I was sort of forced to 
go Berjaya Hills, again experiencing problems booking accommodation. Eventually 
I booked a familiar hotel in Bentong as the base for birding. Knowing that a tree 
was fruiting next to the souvenir shop provide assurances that birding will be 
possible even if rains were frequent which indeed happened. I was also hoping to 
further test my DIY camera traps on the pheasants which did not show up due to 
bad weather throughout the three days I was there. 
The souvenir shop provide convenient shelter from which we could observe 
activities in the fruiting trees. Although not many species were there, I did manage 
to tick some target species such as the Yellow-crowned Barbet and Blue-eared 
Barbet but not the Black-browed Barbet. The Sultan Tit, Scaly-breasted Bulbul and 
Yellow-vented Flowerpecker were pleasant surprise ticks. My long shot hope for 
the Yellow-vented Pigeon of course remained unfulfilled. 
The worst was yet to come and I was awaken by the hotel staff in the wee hours of 
the early morning on out last night. He warned me that several cars parked in front 
of the hotel was being submerged by flood waters which came in only after 11pm. I 
hurried downstairs to check whether my car was affected but did not realised that 



water had in fact entered the hotel reception area. With power failure and poor 
light, I slipped and fell into the water losing my spectacles which was fortunately 
retrieved by the hotel staff. I had to stay vigilant for the rest of the early morning to 
check whether water level was rising or subsiding. Fortunately, it was not rising till I 
left the hotel at around 8am. But I could not take the normal route home via 
Gohtong Jaya as another landslide had closed the road to the hills. I had to take a 
detour to KL and return home from there. 
(Report by Chan Kai Soon, photos by Chan Kai Soon & Susan Cheong) 
 

    
 (Left to right : Scaly-breasted Bulbul, Black-crested Bulbul, Yellow-crowned Barbet, Yellow-vented 
Flowerpecker) 

  
  (Left to right : Mountain Imperial Pigeon, Large Wood-shrike, Greater Green Leafbird, Sooty Barbet) 
 

COMING EVENTS 

In view of the uncertainty of the COVID-19 situation and the emergence of more 
infectious strains such as Omicron, it is expected that there will be few or no 
overnight nature trips for the time being. If there is any last-minute organized 
birding trip, it will be announced via the dedicated chat group for birding. 
 

WhatsApp Chat Group for Birding 

Administrator: Chan Kai Soon chankaisoon@hotmail.com 0125315670 
Members interested in birding are requested to add their phone numbers to this 
special WhatsApp group so that they can be notified when birding trips are 
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organized. Meanwhile, group members will continue to use the forum to talk about 
birds to keep the birding interest afloat. Please send your requests to the 
administrator of this group who is also the bird group coordinator. 
 

 

Asian Waterbird Census January 2022 

 
The Asian Waterbird Census (AWC) will be conducted in January 2022. The Bird 
Group in a recent committee meeting had decided that we will be doing surveys in 
the following locations: 1) Batu Gajah Kg. Batu 4 by Chan Kai Soon, 2) Batu Gajah 
Kinta Nature Park by Chan Kai Soon, 3) Malim Nawar by Tou Jing Yi, 4) UTAR 
Kampar by Tou Jing Yi, 5) Bagan Datuk Jeti Beting Beras Basah by Chan Kai 
Soon and 6) Bagan Datuk Sg. Tiang by Chiu Sein Chiong. The recommended 
dates for survey are from 1 to 16th Jan 2022 but any dates from Dec 2021 through 
to Feb 2022 will be accepted by Wetlands International. The exact dates of survey 
for each of the above sites will be determined by the respective leaders. The 
current threat of floods in Peninsular Malaysia had made surveys at Bagan Datuk 
somewhat uncertain regarding the ‘safe’ dates so this site may be surveyed later. 
Please contact the site leaders if you are interested in helping. Please note this is a 
survey and not a recreational birding activity. 
 

The 12th Asian Raptor Research and Conservation Network 

(ARRCN) Symposium 20-22 Jan 2022 

 
The chairman of this symposium, Dr Chong Leong Puan had sent an invitation to 
MNS to attend this online virtual event. The theme of this symposium is 
“Strenghthening Connections & Cllaborations in Raptor Conservation & Research 
in the Changing Environment.” Participation will be free-of-charge. MNS Perak is 



rather well associated with this event, providing funding via the TKCBCMF. The 
organizing committee and some presenters will be from Perak branch as well.  
Please visit www.arrcn2022.com for more information about registration 
(bit.ly/3C4YSCs). 
  
 

Calling for articles 

If you have any article, essay or rants about anything on nature, please feel free to 
submit to the editor chankaisoon@hotmail.com. Any reader comments or 
suggestions about the running of the branch or the newsletter is also most 
welcome. 
 

If you missed any past issue of TOP, these can be found at:  

https://mnsperak.wordpress.com/the-oriental-pied-top-newsletter/ 
(If prompted for a password, please enter “top123”.) 
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